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In August 2009 I set myself a task of developing a new identity for Cork City. I was fascinated by the idea how 
branding or identity could infl uence our community. This was my very personal attempt towards identity. 
It was hard to do this work on my own without any feedback except my very own common sense. I found without 
external help theories are created within a vacuum of personal thoughts or pieces I read or picked up through my 
environment. However, I was able to put together a quite extensive documentation of my undertaking.

Aug 2009 to 
Feb 2011
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In May 2011 after I hit a wall in this project - I felt it was next to impossible to create an identity which truly and utterly 
represents the people of Cork City, I had the idea to send this work to Wally Olins to get feedback. If he would say its 
a piece of non-sense, I told myself I would keep on working in my profession until the end of the year, quit the design 
profession completely and fi nd a job in an other area. If he would come back and fi nd something good in it, I would 
continue my journey in the attempt to fi gure out what not only branding and identity is about. 

Aug 2009 to 
Feb 2011
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Response from Wally Olins

The truth is at this point in time,  I want to fi nd out what our profession is about. Where have we gone wrong as de-
signer and as design community? Speaking at the Manchester Design Symposium 2012 Adrian Shaunessy discussed 
the self-infl icted problem designers are facing to explain the value, function and role of the design profession. In his 
view, this derives from graphic design’s self-imposed exclusion of other disciplines in the past and the omission to 
communicate the framework of the design profession appropriately. Shaunessy (2012) summarises that the dilemma 
of the design profession results from the fact that the design practice grew out of the industrial revolution and is 
therefore no longer economically or ecologically sustainable. Shaunessy’s explorations are based on years of experi-
ence in the design profession.

March 2012
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Originally I wanted to pursue the project I-Cork-City (last four pages) within the study course. But on one evening in 
October 2011 my partner came home and asked me to do a quick web site for the Ballincollig Family Resource Centre. 
Briefi ng was to clear up the documents and bring them online. After going through the documents I simply couldn’t 
do it. I know it was a favour, I know I wouldn’t get a penny for my work. Sometimes in life I believe in doing the right 
thing is the best way forward, even if this means you’re about to walk a more uncomfortable stretch of the road. I sat 
down and created three design option and sent them off. I explained it would be better to meet up and talk through 
this in more depth. 

Oct 2011

Before: logo Before: web site to be cleaned up

Presentation: Option 1

Presentation: Option 2

Presentation: Option 3
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After: Letterhead, fl yer and business card

After: Website (fully responsive, HTML, no CMS, cross-device friendly

Computer screen I-Pad (Tablet) Mobile

My fi rst meeting with Eve was about the roll-out of an identity for the Ballincollig Family Resource Centre.
After we agreed to push forward with the above artwork as ‘quick fi x’, Eve was exited about my proposal to develop a 
proper identity within the framework of my master studies course. This would mean I could use the community for 
my experiments and the results of my studies would then inform the visual identity I would work out in collaboration 
with the members of the community in my master thesis. With this agreed we set a date for the fi rst experiment for 
the Ballincollig Family Resource Centre. 

Oct 2011
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I met Eve on the 4th of December for the second time and we discussed the details about 
the fi rst experiment. On the following pages you will see my fi rst analysis of this experiment 
fi rst, before I give details about how I got to this point. Working for a public body includes a 
vast number of restrictions that I wasn’t familiar with in the beginning and it is challenging 
working with and around them in order to get the results.

First Experiment
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The above presentation of my fi rst experiment and artefact. There are quite a few spelling 
mistakes in this analysis, but as I sent it out as shown on the following pages, I did not correct 
any contents, because I want to show the process of development without misrepresentation. 

First Experiment
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The experience - My first experiment

Restrictions
Working with people in the framework of the public service is restricted by law, here especially 
data protection and the protection of vulnerable people of a community like children, 
community members with mental problems or disabilities, community members with other 
disabilities or community members which have been abused, reported with criminal offences 
or with related drug problems.

These restrictions are having direct implications on how surveys are conducted or experiments 
are carried out.

Time frame of working with the centre while working full time and how different priorities 
and daily work within the centre make it difficult to fulfil time scales
I had the experience that working full time at Kunnert&Tierney as designer and fitting in my 
experiments with the Ballincollig Family Resource Centre is quite challenging. First of all my 
priorities are very much different from those from the centre to begin with. Furthermore it is 
rather difficult to gather people, even though everyone is very positive of my undertaking. 

The truth is that everything takes much more time than anticipated, including feedback. 
Working with an organisation like this is not like working with a client and the fact that no 
budget is involved was negative in the way that there was no urgency about what I was doing.

How do I analyse the data?
Conducting an experiment is one thing, analysing is a completely different subject. After the 
success of the participation of the first experiment I was exited about analysing it - until I hit 
a brick wall very quickly. How on earth would I make sense of the data. What did it say about 
identity and the community? It didn’t help that I told Eve I will have the first data ready within 
three weeks. What had I done! I felt the blind is guiding the blind - literally. 

I read and thought, thought and read. And then started analysing with my gut feeling. I know 
not very scientific, I agree, but to my surprise very effective. I understand that using Astrology 
which was an act of pure desperation, was not very scientific either, but again it proved to be 
very effective, I hope you are taking this into account. Pure self-defence.

On the 22 of April 2012 I found the Introduction to Type and Teams by Elizabeth Hirsch, Katherine 
W.Hirsch and Sandra Krebs Hirsch (second edition). I will revisit this experiment in the future 
and then I will attempt a second time to analyse the data in a similar fashion by using this 
literature instead of Astrology. 

Technical aspects: how to display data?
After overcoming the first problem I soon encountered another even more critical one: How do 
I visualise data correctly and efficiently in a way that it can be understood by the public? What 
are the tools I should use doing so? 
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What did I gain from this experience? Research and read about how to visualise data before you
start running off like a headless chicken. As simple as that. Compare online tools or 
programmes of what they are capable of displaying, which format of database they need and 
most importantly: what programming skills are needed to work with them. 

How not to 
visualise Data

Used software: Processing

Impressed by the new design discipline generative design 
and after buying the book ‘Generative Gestaltung’ from 
Germany with real life examples and introduction I ran off, 
around 250 miles per hour straight into a car crash. Now, 
the code on the right hand site with the coordinates for 
each item, were painfully measured in photoshop, written 
down on paper and then by hand typed into the code. 

Hours spend in total: 40 hours.

How did I do it? I counted the colours used in each fi gure 
and then put them into a unit measuring system to identify 
the amount of colour used for each fi gure. I transferred this 
into an abstract form (circles) - here to be said each circle in 
dimension is responding to my unit measuring system. 
I then took the x,x,y,y coordinates of every single circle (at 
this stage I should have know that this is plain stupid, but 
I was unfortunately like a dog with a bone and off with the 
fairies), wrote the coordinates down and transferred those 
into the code (see left hand side).

The next page will show you the result.
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 void setup()
{
  size(1000, 600);
  background(240,230,211);
}

void draw()
{
  beginShape();
  noStroke();
  smooth();
 

  color b = color(126, 178, 245, 
151);  //blue
  color o = color(245, 186, 57, 255); 
//orange
  color v = color(224, 75, 255, 255); 
//violet
  color p = color(255, 54, 205, 83); 
//pink
  color g = color(164, 227, 94, 120); 
//green
  color y = color(252, 252, 92, 191); 
//yellow
  color br = color(188, 152, 72, 
255); //brown
  color gr = color(201, 200, 197, 
255); //grey
  color be = color(219, 209, 188, 
255); //beige
  color bl = color(44, 40, 33, 255); 
//black
  color w = color(255, 255, 255, 
191);  //white

  float value = alpha(w);  //Sets 
“value” to “20”
  fill(value);
 

  float value1 = alpha(b);  //Sets 
“value” to “20”
  fill(value1);
 

  float value2 = alpha(y);  //Sets 
“value” to “20”
  fill(value2);
 

  float value3 = alpha(p);  //Sets 
“value” to “20”
  fill(value3);
 

  float value4 = alpha(g);  //Sets 
“value” to “20”
  fill(value4);
 

  fill(b);  ellipse(365,206,293,253);
  fill(y);  ellipse(635,206,293,253);
  fill(p);  ellipse(365,410,293,253);
  fill(g);  ellipse(635,410,293,253);
 

  //outside group

  fill(w); ellipse(51, 167, 30, 30);
  fill(y);  ellipse(51, 167, 20, 20);
  fill(p);  ellipse(51, 167, 10, 10);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(64, 217, 30, 30);
  fill(y);  ellipse(64, 217, 15, 15);
  fill(p);  ellipse(64, 217, 5,  5);

  fill(w); ellipse(102, 197, 30, 30);
  fill(v);  ellipse(102, 197, 15, 15);
  fill(g);  ellipse(102, 197, 8, 8);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(142, 161, 30, 30);
  fill(p);  ellipse(142, 161, 17, 17);
  fill(v);  ellipse(142, 161, 10, 10);
 

  fill(w);ellipse(205, 167, 30, 30);
  fill(y);ellipse(205, 167, 22, 22);
  fill(p);ellipse(205, 167, 10, 10);
 

  fill(w);ellipse(203, 215, 30, 30);
  fill(p);ellipse(203, 215, 10, 10);
 

  fill(w);ellipse(157, 209, 30, 30);
  fill(p);ellipse(157, 209, 10, 10);
  fill(b);ellipse(157, 209, 5,  5);
 

  fill(w);ellipse(219, 258, 30, 30);
  fill(p);ellipse(219, 258, 5,  5);
 

  fill(w);ellipse(726, 66, 30, 30);
  fill(gr);ellipse(726, 66, 10, 10);

  fill(w);ellipse(762, 74, 30, 30);
  fill(bl);ellipse(762, 74, 10, 10);

 
  fill(w);ellipse(794, 33, 30, 30);
  fill(b);ellipse(794, 33, 20, 20);
  fill(p);ellipse(794, 33, 10, 10);
    

  fill(w);ellipse(782, 134, 30, 30);
  fill(b);ellipse(782, 134, 20, 20);
  fill(p);ellipse(782, 134, 10, 10);
    

  fill(w);ellipse(781, 210, 30, 30);
  fill(v);ellipse(781, 210, 20, 20);
  fill(p);ellipse(781, 210, 10, 10);
  

  fill(w);ellipse(790, 280, 30, 30);
  fill(br);ellipse(790, 280, 10, 10);
    

  fill(w);ellipse(802, 365, 30, 30);
  fill(v);ellipse(802, 365, 10, 10);
      

  fill(w);ellipse(798, 395, 30, 30);
  fill(b);ellipse(798, 395, 20, 20);
  fill(o);ellipse(798, 395, 10, 10);
  fill(p);ellipse(798, 395, 5,  5);
 

  fill(w);ellipse(773, 434, 30, 30);
 

  fill(w);ellipse(815, 452, 30, 30);
   

  fill(w);ellipse(815, 500, 30, 30);
  fill(p);ellipse(815, 500, 10, 10);
  fill(v);ellipse(815, 500, 5,  5);
      

  fill(w);ellipse(785, 492, 30, 30);
  fill(v);ellipse(785, 492, 20, 20);
  fill(y);ellipse(785, 492, 10, 10);
  fill(bl);ellipse(785, 492, 5,  5);
     

  fill(w);ellipse(746, 481, 30, 30);
  fill(g);ellipse(746, 481, 10, 10);
  fill(v);ellipse(746, 481, 5,  5);
 

  fill(w);ellipse(700, 487, 30, 30);
  fill(br);ellipse(700, 487, 10, 10);
 

  fill(w);ellipse(673, 494, 30, 30);
  fill(g);ellipse(673, 494, 10, 10);
          

  fill(w);ellipse(649, 482, 30, 30);
  fill(v);ellipse(649, 482, 20, 20);
  fill(g);ellipse(649, 482, 10, 10);
  fill(bl);ellipse(649, 482, 5,  5);
   

  fill(w);ellipse(604, 482, 30, 30);
  fill(p);ellipse(604, 482, 10, 10);
 

  fill(w);ellipse(570, 471, 30, 30);
  fill(bl);ellipse(570, 471, 10, 10);
   

  fill(w);ellipse(529, 468, 30, 30);
  fill(v);ellipse(529, 468, 10, 10);
 

   //yellow group

  fill(w); ellipse(727, 131, 30, 30);
  fill(bl);  ellipse(727, 131, 16, 16);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(677, 131, 30, 30);
  fill(bl);  ellipse(677, 131, 25, 25);

  fill(w); ellipse(644, 124, 30, 30);
  fill(bl);  ellipse(644, 124, 16, 16);
  fill(v);  ellipse(644, 124, 9, 9);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(616, 141, 30, 30);
  fill(v);  ellipse(612, 134, 6, 6);
  fill(b);  ellipse(616, 140, 6, 6);
  fill(br);  ellipse(620, 146, 6, 6);
 

  fill(w);ellipse(577, 138, 30, 30);
  fill(bl);ellipse(577, 138, 16, 16);
  fill(b);ellipse(577, 138, 9, 9);
 

  fill(w);ellipse(541, 144, 30, 30);
  fill(b);ellipse(541, 144, 16, 16);
  fill(br);ellipse(541, 144, 9, 9);
   

  fill(w);ellipse(515, 114, 30, 30);
  fill(p);ellipse(515, 114, 10, 10);
  fill(b);ellipse(515, 114, 6,  6);
 

  fill(w);ellipse(510, 193, 30, 30);
  fill(b);ellipse(500, 193, 10, 10);
  fill(v);ellipse(510, 193, 10, 10);
  fill(gr);ellipse(520, 193, 10, 10);
     

  fill(w);ellipse(495, 244, 30, 30);
  fill(p);ellipse(495, 244, 20, 20);

       
  fill(w);ellipse(549, 208, 30, 30);
  fill(b);ellipse(549, 208, 10, 10);
 

  fill(w);ellipse(593, 186, 30, 30);
  fill(b);ellipse(593, 186, 20, 20);
  fill(v);ellipse(593, 186, 10, 10);
   

  fill(w);ellipse(637, 184, 30, 30);
  fill(b);ellipse(637, 184, 22, 22);
  fill(v);ellipse(637, 184, 12, 12);
     

  fill(w);ellipse(675, 192, 30, 30);
  fill(v);ellipse(675, 192, 26, 26);
  fill(br);ellipse(675, 192, 12, 12);
 

  fill(w);ellipse(705, 176, 30, 30);
  fill(b);ellipse(705, 176, 20, 20);
  fill(gr);ellipse(705, 176, 10, 10);
  fill(bl);ellipse(705, 176, 8, 8);
 

  fill(w);ellipse(600, 235, 30, 30);
  fill(be);ellipse(600, 235, 10, 10);
 

  fill(w);ellipse(638, 251, 30, 30);
  fill(b);ellipse(638, 251, 17, 17);
  fill(p);ellipse(638, 251, 5,  5);
   

  fill(w);ellipse(684, 239, 30, 30);
  fill(v);ellipse(684, 239, 20, 20);
  fill(o);ellipse(684, 239, 10, 10);
  fill(br);ellipse(684, 239, 8, 8);
   

  fill(w);ellipse(573, 265, 30, 30);
  fill(g);ellipse(573, 265, 15, 15);
 

  //red group

  fill(w); ellipse(511, 307, 30, 30);
  fill(g);  ellipse(511, 307, 15, 15);
  fill(p);  ellipse(511, 307, 10, 10);
   

  fill(w); ellipse(511, 383, 30, 30);
  fill(br);  ellipse(511, 383, 12, 12);
  fill(bl);  ellipse(511, 383, 8, 8);
     

  fill(w); ellipse(554, 290, 30, 30);
  fill(g);  ellipse(554, 290, 25, 25);
       

  fill(w); ellipse(590, 324, 30, 30);
  fill(be); ellipse(590, 324, 15, 15);
         

  fill(w); ellipse(587, 386, 30, 30);
  fill(p);  ellipse(587, 386, 20, 20);
  fill(be); ellipse(587, 386, 10, 10);
           

  fill(w); ellipse(611, 444, 30, 30);
  fill(b);  ellipse(611, 444, 17, 17);
  fill(p);  ellipse(611, 444, 7,  7);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(629, 306, 30, 30);
  fill(y);  ellipse(629, 306, 20, 20);
  fill(p);  ellipse(629, 306, 14, 14);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(630, 383, 30, 30);
  fill(v);  ellipse(630, 383, 20, 20);
  fill(b);  ellipse(630, 383, 10, 10);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(651, 431, 30, 30);
  fill(o);  ellipse(651, 431, 20, 20);
  fill(br);  ellipse(651, 431, 10, 10);
  fill(b);  ellipse(651, 431, 8, 8);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(668, 306, 30, 30);
  fill(b);  ellipse(668, 306, 14, 14);
  fill(v);  ellipse(668, 306, 7,  7);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(661, 353, 30, 30);
  fill(v);  ellipse(661, 353, 25, 25);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(679, 394, 30, 30);
  fill(v);  ellipse(679, 394, 25, 25);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(678, 438, 30, 30);
  fill(p);  ellipse(678, 438, 20, 20);
  fill(b);  ellipse(678, 438, 10, 10);
  fill(bl);  ellipse(678, 438, 4, 4);
   

  fill(w); ellipse(733, 271, 30, 30);
  fill(y);  ellipse(733, 271, 20, 20);
  fill(b);  ellipse(733, 271, 10, 10);
  fill(br);  ellipse(733, 271, 4,  4);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(705, 325, 30, 30);
  fill(gr);  ellipse(705, 325, 10, 10);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(710, 373, 30, 30);

  fill(v);  ellipse(710, 373, 15, 15);
  fill(gr);  ellipse(710, 373, 8, 8);
  fill(bl);  ellipse(710, 373, 4,  4);
   

  fill(w); ellipse(751, 325, 30, 30);
    

  fill(w); ellipse(775, 361, 30, 30);
  fill(b);  ellipse(775, 361, 24, 24);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(735, 373, 30, 30);
  fill(p);  ellipse(735, 373, 17, 17);
  fill(bl);  ellipse(735, 373, 8, 8);
  fill(b);  ellipse(735, 373, 5,  5);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(732, 417, 30, 30);
  fill(br);  ellipse(732, 417, 14, 14);
 

  // green area
  fill(w); ellipse(231, 392, 30, 30);
  fill(p);  ellipse(231, 392, 27, 27);
  fill(b);  ellipse(231, 392, 21, 21);
  fill(bl);  ellipse(231, 392, 15, 15);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(237, 468, 30, 30);
  fill(p);  ellipse(237, 468, 27, 27);
  fill(b);  ellipse(237, 468, 21, 21);
  fill(bl);  ellipse(237, 468, 15, 15);
   

  fill(w); ellipse(285, 332, 30, 30);
  fill(v);  ellipse(285, 332, 23, 23);
  fill(b);  ellipse(285, 332, 12, 12);
     

  fill(w); ellipse(294, 374, 30, 30);
  fill(p);  ellipse(294, 374, 23, 23);
  fill(b);  ellipse(294, 374, 12, 12);
     

  fill(w); ellipse(280, 415, 30, 30);
  fill(g);  ellipse(280, 415, 23, 23);
     

  fill(w); ellipse(285, 476, 30, 30);
  fill(v);  ellipse(285, 476, 17, 17);  
         

  fill(w); ellipse(324, 359, 30, 30);
  fill(bl);  ellipse(324, 359, 13, 13); 
         

  fill(w); ellipse(321, 404, 30, 30);
  fill(p);  ellipse(321, 404, 13, 13);
  fill(b);  ellipse(321, 404, 8, 8);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(316, 461, 30, 30);
  fill(p);  ellipse(316, 461, 13, 13);
  fill(b);  ellipse(316, 461, 8, 8);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(355, 405, 30, 30);
  fill(b);  ellipse(355, 405, 20, 20);
  fill(p);  ellipse(355, 405, 14, 14);
  fill(o);  ellipse(355, 405, 8, 8);
  fill(y);  ellipse(355, 405, 4, 4);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(366, 469, 30, 30);
  fill(p);  ellipse(366, 469, 20, 20);
  fill(b);  ellipse(366, 469, 12, 12);
  fill(br);  ellipse(366, 469, 8, 8);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(389, 353, 30, 30);
  fill(b);  ellipse(389, 353, 15, 15);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(389, 353, 30, 30);
  fill(b);  ellipse(389, 353, 8, 8);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(443, 355, 30, 30);
  fill(v);  ellipse(443, 355, 23, 23);
  fill(b);  ellipse(443, 355, 15, 15);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(468, 405, 30, 30);
  fill(b);  ellipse(468, 405, 8, 8);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(471, 439, 30, 30);
  fill(v);  ellipse(471, 439, 8, 8); 
 

  fill(w); ellipse(411, 423, 30, 30);
  fill(b);  ellipse(411, 423, 17, 17);
  fill(br);  ellipse(411, 423, 10, 10);
  fill(bl);  ellipse(411, 423, 5,  5);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(408, 473, 30, 30);
  fill(o);  ellipse(408, 473, 10, 10);
  fill(b);  ellipse(408, 473, 5,  5);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(447, 477, 30, 30);
  fill(v);  ellipse(447, 477, 10, 10);
  fill(bl);  ellipse(447, 477, 5,  5);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(510, 380, 30, 30);
  fill(br);  ellipse(510, 380, 10, 10);
  fill(gr);  ellipse(510, 380, 5,  5);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(498, 463, 30, 30);
  fill(G); ellipse(498, 463, 15, 15);
  fill(p);  ellipse(498, 463, 10, 10);
  fill(B); ellipse(498, 463, 5,  5);
 

  // blue area
  fill(w); ellipse(269, 167, 30, 30);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(247, 213, 30, 30);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(258, 272, 30, 30);
  fill(g);  ellipse(258, 272, 20, 20);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(287, 216, 30, 30);
  fill(p);  ellipse(287, 216, 20, 20);
  fill(be); ellipse(287, 216, 10, 10);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(280, 260, 30, 30);
  fill(p);  ellipse(280, 260, 17, 17);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(285, 308, 30, 30);
  fill(b);  ellipse(285, 308, 23, 23);
  fill(v);  ellipse(285, 308, 12, 12);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(328, 177, 30, 30);
  fill(b);  ellipse(328, 177, 23, 23);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(331, 234, 30, 30);
  fill(br);  ellipse(331, 234, 12, 12);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(313, 287, 30, 30);
  fill(br);  ellipse(313, 287, 12, 12);
  fill(b);  ellipse(313, 287, 6, 6);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(366, 168, 30, 30);
  fill(b);  ellipse(366, 168, 12, 12);
  fill(p);  ellipse(366, 168, 6, 6);
  fill(be); ellipse(366, 168, 4, 4);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(370, 227, 30, 30);
  fill(b);  ellipse(370, 227, 12, 12);
  fill(br);  ellipse(370, 227, 6, 6);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(366, 279, 30, 30);
  fill(b);  ellipse(366, 279, 19, 19);
  fill(o);  ellipse(366, 279, 12, 12);
  fill(g);  ellipse(366, 279, 8, 8);
  fill(v);  ellipse(366, 279, 4,  4);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(407, 138, 30, 30);
  fill(br);  ellipse(407, 138, 19, 19);
  fill(p);  ellipse(407, 138, 12, 12);
  fill(v);  ellipse(407, 138, 8, 8);
  fill(gr);  ellipse(407, 138, 4,  4);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(401, 200, 30, 30);
  fill(b);  ellipse(401, 200, 19, 19);
  fill(g);  ellipse(401, 200, 12, 12);
  fill(bl);  ellipse(401, 200, 8, 8);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(406, 277, 30, 30);
  fill(y);  ellipse(406, 277, 19, 19);
  fill(p);  ellipse(406, 277, 12, 12);
  fill(p);  ellipse(406, 277, 8, 8);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(443, 283, 30, 30);
  fill(v);  ellipse(443, 283, 25, 25);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(474, 283, 30, 30);
  fill(v);  ellipse(474, 283, 19, 19);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(444, 220, 30, 30);
  fill(y);  ellipse(444, 220, 19, 19);
  fill(g);  ellipse(444, 220, 12, 12);
  fill(p);  ellipse(444, 220, 8, 8);
  fill(v);  ellipse(444, 220, 4, 4);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(432, 167, 30, 30);
  fill(b);  ellipse(432, 167, 16, 16);
  fill(br);  ellipse(432, 167, 8, 8);
 

  fill(w); ellipse(478, 151, 30, 30);
  fill(b);  ellipse(478, 151, 20, 20);
  fill(v);  ellipse(478, 151, 10, 10);
  fill(br);  ellipse(478, 151, 5,  5);

  endShape();
}
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How disappointing!How not to 
visualise Data
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For my focus groups I wrote a proposal of I would like to approach the group for fi nding 
out about individual identity. I know I will be monitored by Eve and two other special needs 
teachers, as fi nding out about individual identity might have affects or could trigger a reac-
tion as I will have three vulnerable individuals in this group.

Preparation and 
proposal for 
focus groups

Experiment 2: Focus Groups
Ballincollig Community Centre
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Jan 21,  9:53 PM I sent this proposal to Eve waiting to hear back if I have to amend parts of the approach. But 
she was happy with it. Now it is the waiting game as she looks fi nding a time and date for 
the focus groups for me.

Experiment 2: Focus Groups
Ballincollig Community Centre

Part One: Questionnaire

This questionnaire consists of fi ve questions to be an-
swered:

1. How important is community for you and why?
       This question aims to explore the importance of 

community for community members.
2. How do you defi ne Identity?
       This question aims to look how community 

members think of identity and what it means to them.
3.  If your community would be an animal what 

would it be and why?
       This question aims to fi nd out how community members 

see their community and why they see it this way.
4. If you were an animal what would it be and why?
       This question ties to look deeper into how the 

individual relates to its community. Psychologically
an animal with its characteristics can be very descriptive 
to answer such questions in a playful manner. 

The above pictures show an example I tried out 
myself. One with closed windows. The person opens one 
door and is free to write or draw or put a picture into the 
placeholder.

Furthermore the above questionnaire will be 
available in seven colours: green, blue, yellow, red, orange, 
brown, violet. These colours refer back to the areas of the 
fi rst experiment and gives an indication, to which group 
of characteristics the person belongs.

Time: 1 hour questionaire
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Experiment 2: Focus Groups
Ballincollig Community Centre

Part Two: Brainstorming

Part two consists of one 
question to be answered:

Write, draw, paint or do a collage of 
how you think the Ballincollig Com-
munity looks and feels like or how 
you wish or imagine it?

For this part the participants will 
have access to magazines, pa-
pers, paint, pencils, computer and 
printer.

I want to fi nd out how they think 
their community visual 
appearance should look like.

Ideas, symbols, poetry, quotes, 
pictures, images or artwork found 
on the internet or their own draw-
ings or ideas scribbled everything is 
allowed.

After the brainstorming session ev-
ery participant explains his thoughts 
and how he sees the community 
visual expression or how he would 
imagine it.

Time: 1 hour brainstorming
5 to 10 minutes presentation 
for each participant 
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Experiment 3: Focus Groups
Ballincollig Community Centre

Collage

This experiment is more open to interpretation 
but gives a visual of personal identity within a 
community.

The aim of this experiment is to fi nd out how the person 
relates to the community at this point in 
time and how is does see its future within it.

The above pictures show an example I tried out 
myself. 

For this part the participants will have access to 
magazines, papers, paint, pencils, computer and printer.

I want to fi nd out how they think their community and 
relate to it now and how they imagine it would be in the 
future.

Ideas, symbols, poetry, quotes, pictures, images or 
artwork found on the internet or their own drawings or 
ideas scribbled everything is allowed.

After the brainstorming session the individual can if 
wished explain to me and Eve individually about his/her 
thoughts. The collage will be photographed and the 
individual can take it home.

Time: 2 hours collage
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After ringing and email correspondence no date is set for my focus groups. I understand 
that the time line for my experiments might not be top priority and I know Eve has a lot to 
do in the Ballincollig Family  Resource Centre. Unfortunately my time is running out.
I have to prepare for another alternative and I am thinking instead of having focus groups 
to get these 10-15 people to fi ll out an online survey I would create over survey monkey. Eve 
can then sit with them in their own time and fi ll out the form with them. 
I don’t want any data, I need my focus group of the 10-15 people as cross section of those 
individuals who participated in the fi rst experiment.

Apr 10th

Experiment 2: Focus Groups
Ballincollig Community Centre

Summary
Both experiments are different in its approach and might be suited 
to a certain group of individuals. Ideally the Focus Groups would 
have 8-10 members taking part in the experiment.

These two experiments build and deepen the insight of the fi rst 
experiment, in fi nding out how the community thinks about their own identity.

Therefore it would be good if staff members would take part in these two experi-
ments as well.

The result of the visual brainstorming could be exhibited by fi lling globes and the 
positioned in one corner of the hallway. 
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